KAJOT – RED PLANET
CONTAINS THE GAMES SHOWN BELOW:

STARS
PUPPET SHOW
WANTED
DOUBLE STARS
POLY DIAMONDS
SIMPLY THE BEST 81
ICE BAR
SECRETS OF EGYPT
MULTI VEGAS 81
FRUIT FARM
9 STARS
JOKER BOOM
NEON FRUITS
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GAME INSTRUCTIONS

Credit can be paid out at any time using a payout key. The sum paid out is recorded in the unit in electronic and
electromechanical counters.
All winnings comply with the valid winnings table for the given game and stake. Winnings tables are displayed on
the screen in individual games and change dynamically for the given stake.
Any claims on winnings or defect in the unit are settled by the operator’s staff.
In cause of failure of the unit all visible winnings will be void.
Winning share including bonus games, gamble and JACKPOT: 93 - 97 %

WARNING: Playing the slot machine is prohibited for people under 18 years old!
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DESCRIPTION OF GAME
KAJOT Red Planet is a screen-display slot machine unit. The course of each game is controlled by a random
number generator.
The number has two TFT screens. The lower one is fitted with a touch-screen, used for controlling the games and
for settings. The upper one is informative, used for displaying winnings tables and information on the given game
and any bonus games, A banknote and coin acceptor is used for input credit, fixed as standard to each unit.
Payment of winnings is done by staff using a payout key.
INFORMATION FIELD:
CREDIT: the current status – all inserted notes and coins are displayed here
WIN: all received winnings are displayed here
BET: current stake for the game
CONTROLLING ELEMENTS OF THE TOUCH-SCREEN SYSTEM AND THE MAIN CONTROL BUTTONS:
MENU: leaving the game back to the main multi-game screen
START: (menu) start of the selected game
AUTOSTART: starting the automatic game until the credit has been used up or ending the automatic game by
pressing AUTOSTART again.
BET + / - : selection of stake for a game
LINE + / - : selection of lines for a game
MAX BET: set stake for game on the maximum allowed level
? (GAME INFO): displays game information and user manual
SOUND: sets three basic volume levels
LANGUAGE: (menu) enables to change the language
PAYOUT: displays message “For credit payout call services”
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BASIC FUNCTIONS OF GAME
Icons for all selected games are displayed on the main menu. They can be selected using the START button or by
touching the icon for the given game.
START AND FINISH OF GAME: The game can be started only if there is a sufficient amount in the credit panel for
the selected stake. After selecting the stake and pressing the START button, the selected stake is deducted from
the CREDIT panel and the optically represented rollers start spinning. If after the rollers stop they display at least
one winning combination shown on the winnings table, this win is added to the WIN and it is possible to enter the
GAMBLE game or to add the WIN to the CREDIT. If the game is running in AUTOSTART mode, then the winnings
are automatically transferred from the WIN panel to the CREDIT panel. The game is considered as being finished
after adding the WIN to the CREDIT. If after the rollers stop there is no winning combination shown, then the game
is considered as being finished. After the game finishes, the data terminal is immediately prepared for a new game.
AUTOSTART: After pressing the AUTOSTART button or if AUTOSTART is selected on the touch-screen, the unit
automatically continues in the game unless the credit runs out or unless the AUTOSTART button is pressed again
or unless AUTOSTART is selected on the touch-screen.
GAMBLE: This game is offered when win animation is shown. The player can enter the Gamble game pushing the
Bet/Gamble button or touching Gamble shown on the touch screen. It is played for the sum in the WIN field. You
can select whether there will be a card with red or black symbol. If you guess it right, the sum is doubled, if not, the
whole sum is lost. You can split the sum by pushing the SPLIT button. When you split, one half of your money is
added directly to CREDIT field and you can play GAMBLE with the second half. By pushing the ADD you can leave
the game anytime and add the winning from the WIN field into CREDIT field.
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Game: STARS
Basic information: A three-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross). Winnings are valid from left to right.
During one game you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up.

WILD SYMBOL: The WILD symbol complements a combination in a winning line except one with the MYSTERY
symbol. If the player gets 1 WILD symbol on the winning line, the winning from the complemented winning line is
multiplied by 2, if there are 2 WILD symbols, the winning is multiplied by 3.
WHEEL OF FORTUNE BONUS GAME: 3 MYSTERY symbols in winning line activate the WHEEL OF FORTUNE
bonus game. The player spins the wheel and draws a multiple (10x – 500x) that multiplies the player’s bet on the
game that triggered the WHEEL OF FORTUNE bonus game.

SYMBOL
MYSTERY

3x
10 – 500 x n

Seven

100 x n

Melon

20 x n

Grape

10 x n

Dollar, Bar, Bell

2xn

Orange, Plum, Cherry

1xn

n = stake for the game

Max win: 500x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: PUPPET SHOW
Basic information: A five-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3 winning symbols, 81
winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols, or 234 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 5
winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to right, except the MYSTERY and BONUS symbols which is valid
anywhere on the reels (SCATTER). During one game you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the
winnings are added up.

DROP OF SYMBOLS: In the case of winnings (except winnings with the BONUS symbols), the symbols of the
winnings line are replaced with symbols from higher positions on the reels. Therefore a player may have multiple
winnings during a single spin. When replacing the symbols, the multiplier for the next potential win in the given
game is increased at the same time always by one to the maximum values of x5.
WILD SYMBOL: It substitutes for any symbol except the MYSTERY and BONUS symbols. After the application of
the WILD function (when combined with 3, 4 or 5 WILD symbols), if the winning is lower than the actual winning
only for the WILD symbols themselves, the player will receive the winning for the winning combination only with the
WILD symbols.
MYSTERY BONUS GAME (MYSTERY SYMBOL): 3, 4 or 5 MYSTERY symbols anywhere on the reels
(SCATTER) activate the MYSTERY bonus game in which the player chooses one of the three MYSTERY symbols
on the screen and receives a random winning from the range according to the valid table of winnings.
FREE SPINS BONUS GAME (BONUS SYMBOL): The player will receive a bonus game with 10, 20 or 40 FREE
SPINS for 3, 4 or 5 BONUS symbols anywhere on the reels (SCATTER). The number of these spins is determined
according to the table of winnings. During the bonus games, the winnings are proportional to the bet in the game
that triggered the bonus game. Additional free spins can also be won in the ongoing FREE SPINS bonus game.

SYMBOL

3x

WILD

4x

5x

20 x n

50 x n

200 x n

10-60 x n

25-100 x n

60-240 x n

10 bonus games (FS)

20 bonus games (FS)

40 bonus games (FS)

King

8xn

16 x n

60 x n

Queen

4xn

8xn

20 x n

Princess, Knight

2xn

4xn

6xn

1xn

2xn

3xn

MYSTERY (SCATTER)
BONUS (SCATTER)

Devil, Waterman

n = stake for the game

Max win: 500x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: WANTED!
Basic information: A five-reel game with 10 winning lines. Winnings are valid from left to right, except the STAR
(SCATTER) and SALOON BONUS symbols which are valid anywhere on the reels. During one game you can win
on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the winning line
applies.

WILD SYMBOL (SHERIFF): It substitutes for any symbol except the SALOON BONUS and STAR (SCATTER)
symbols.
FREE SPINS BONUS GAME (STAR SYMBOL): 3, 4 or 5 STAR (SCATTER) symbols anywhere on the reels
trigger FREE SPINS bonus game. The number of bonus games is determined by the table of winnings. Winnings
during the bonus games are doubled, proportional to the bets on the game which triggered the FREE SPINS.
During the bonus game, it is possible to win additional FREE SPINS.
SALOON BONUS GAME (SALOON BONUS SYMBOL): 3 or more SALOON BONUS symbols anywhere on the
reels (SCATTER) activate the SALOON bonus game. In the bonus game, the player receives a multiple of win for
the SALOON symbol multiplied by the factor won on the winning reel in the interval (x2 – x5).

2x

3x

4x

5x

WILD (Sheriff)

SYMBOL

-

50 x n

200 x n

500 x n

STAR (SCATTER)

-

10 bonus games (FS)

20 bonus games (FS)

30 bonus games (FS)

SALOON BONUS (SCATTER)

-

10 x n

20 x n

50 x n

8xn

20 x n

100 x n

Bandits (3 types)

-

Hoard of money, Cards

-

3xn

8xn

25 x n

Colt, Bottle of whiskey

1xn

2xn

5xn

15 x n

n = stake for the game

Max win: 625x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: DOUBLE STARS
Basic information: A three-reel game with 5 winning lines. Winnings are valid from left to right. During one game
you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up.

BAR-JOKER-BAR SYMBOL (JOKER): Replaces any symbol.
DOUBLE STAR BONUS GAME (STAR SYMBOL): 3 STAR (DOUBLE STAR) symbols on a winning line activate a
bonus game when the player wins 10 FREE SPINS. During the bonus games, the winnings are proportional to the
bet in the game that initiated the FREE SPINS, 17 winning lines are activated (criss-cross). During the bonus
games, you can get additional bonus game.

SYMBOL

3x

STARS (DOUBLE STARS)

5 x n + 10 bonus games

77

100 x n

Melons

30 x n

3-BAR

20 x n

Grapes

15 x n

Bells

10 x n

Dollars

6xn

Plums

4xn

Oranges

3xn

Cherries

2xn
n = stake for the game

Max win: 500x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: POLY DIAMONDS
Basic information: A four-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3 winning symbols or 81
winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to right except the RING
(BONUS) symbol which is valid anywhere on the reels (scatter). During one game you can win on multiple winning
lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the winning line applies.

WILD SYMBOL: It substitutes any symbol except for the RING (BONUS) symbol trigger the bonus game.
FREE SPINS BONUS GAME (RING SYMBOL): 3 RING (BONUS) symbols anywhere on the reels activate a
bonus game. The player will receive 10 FRE SPINS. 4 RING (BONUS) symbols trigger the bonus game with 15
FREE SPINS. During the bonus games, the winnings are proportional to the bet in the game that initiated the
FREE SPINS and it is possible to get these bonus games even during an ongoing bonus game.

3x

4x

RING (BONUS)

10 bonus games

15 bonus games

Yellow diamond

30 x n

100 x n

Pink round diamond

10 x n

15 x n

Red heart

6xn

8xn

Blue drop, Green diamond, Blue diamond

3xn

5xn

Purple rhombus, Orange star, White flower

2xn

4xn

SYMBOL

n = stake for the game

Max win: 600x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: SIMPLY THE BEST 81
Basic information: A four-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3 winning symbols or 81
winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to right. During one game
you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the
winning line applies.

JOKER SYMBOL (WILD): It complements the combination on the winning line (WILD).
FREE SPINS BONUS GAME: 3 or 4 symbols in a row from the left on the middle winning line activate the FREE
SPINS bonus game. The player will receive FREE SPINS according to the table of winnings located on the top of
the screen.

3x

4x

BAR JOKER BAR

SYMBOL

20 freespins

40 freespins

BAR BAR

8 freespins

16 freespins

Star

7 freespins

14 freespins

Melon

6 freespins

12 freespins

Bell

5 freespins

10 freespins

Plum

4 freespins

8 freespins

Orange

3 freespins

6 freespins

Dollar

2 freespins

4 freespins

Cherry

1 freespin

2 freeespins

SYMBOL

3x

4x

BAR-BAR

16 x n

64 x n

Star

6xn

24 x n

Melon

4xn

16 x n

Bell, Plum, Orange, Dollar

2xn

8xn

Cherry

1xn

4xn

n = stake for the game

Max win: 648x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: ICE BAR 27
Basic information: A three-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross). Winnings are valid from left to right.
During one game you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up.

ICE BAR SYMBOL (WILD): It complements the combination on the winning line (WILD).
DROP OF SYMBOLS: In the case of a win, when the line is complemented by the ICE BAR symbol, the symbols of
the winning line are frozen and replaced by symbols from higher positions on the reels after exploding. In the case
of an explosion of the symbols, the multiplier for any potential next winning in the DROP mode with the ICE BAR
system is increased x2, x4, x8, x16 or x32.
MYSTERY BONUS WIN: 3 ICE BAR symbols anywhere on the reels (at least one per reel) activate the bonus
game. The player will receive one of three possible winnings given from the range in the table of winnings.
Multiples in the bonus game count for each bet separately: 40 x n (40 x stake for the game) for green MYSTERY,
75 x n (75 x stake for the game) for red MYSTERY and 150 x n (150 x stake for the game) for yellow MYSTERY.
SYMBOL
ICE BAR

3x
MYSTERY BONUS WIN

Star

20 x n

Melon

10 x n

Grape

7xn

Bell

5xn

Dollar, Plum

2xn

Cherry, Orange

1xn
n = stake for the game

Max win: 456x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: SECRETS OF EGYPT
Basic information: A five-reel game with up to 10 winning lines. The player can set the number of lines in the
range of 1 to 10. Winnings are valid from left to right except the PYRAMID (SCATTER) symbol. During one game
you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the
winning line applies.

DROP OF SYMBOLS: In the case of a winnings (except winnings with the PYRAMID (SCATTER) symbols), the
symbols of the winning line are replaced with symbols from higher positions on the reels. Therefore, a player may
have multiple winnings during a single spin.
SPHINX (WILD) SYMBOL: It substitutes any symbol except for the PYRAMID (SCATTER) symbol. In the case of
losing position with at least one SPHINX (WILD) symbol, all bright symbols (10, J, Q, K, A, SPHINX (WILD)), which
are on the reels at the moment, are replaced with symbols from higher positions. Winnings for the line with the
SPHINX(WILD) symbol are multiplied by x2.
FREE SPINS BONUS GAME: 3, 4 or 5 PYRAMID (SCATTER) symbols anywhere on the reels trigger a bonus
game with 10 FREE SPINS. During the bonus game, the winnings are proportional to the bet in the game that
triggered the bonus game. The number of the winning lines is also the same.

SYMBOL

2x

3x

4x

5x

Sphinx (WILD)

10 x n

25 x n

250 x n

900 x n

Pyramid (SCATTER)

2xn

5 x n + 10 free spins

20 x n + 10 free spins

100 x n + 10 free spins

Falcon, Anubis

5xn

15 x n

50 x n

150 x n

Egyptian cross, Eye of Ra

3xn

10 x n

25 x n

50 x n

K, A

-

4xn

8xn

15 x n

10, J, Q

-

2xn

5xn

10 x n

n = stake for the game

Max win: 1140x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: MULTI VEGAS 81
Basic information: A four-reel game with 3 symbols per reel with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3
winning symbols or 81 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to
right. During one game, you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only
the highest win on the winning line applies.

MULTI WILD SYMBOL: It substitutes any symbol. Winnings for the line with the 1 WILD symbol are multiplied by
x2, winnings for the line with the 2 WILD symbols are multiplied by x4 and winnings for the line with the 3 WILD
symbols are multiplied by x8.

SYMBOL

3x

4x

-

-

Seven

16 x n

160 x n

Melon

6xn

60 x n

Grape

4xn

40 x n

Bell

1xn

4xn

Plum

1xn

4xn

Dollar

1xn

4xn

Orange

1xn

4xn

Cherry

1xn

2xn

Wild

n = stake for the game

Max win: 1000x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: FRUIT FARM
Basic information: A four-reel game with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3 winning symbols or 81
winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to right. During one game,
you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the
winning line applies.

BIG SYMBOLS: symbols are shown as a one big symbol in case of 4 or 9 same adjacent symbols grouped into a
square.
BONUS FEATURE HEDGEHOG: In the case of no winning combination might accidentally appear hedgehog,
which replaces one of the symbols on the reels to complete a winning line and the player gets the bonus win.

SYMBOL
Melon
Grapes

3x

4x

2xn

20 x n

1xn

10 x n

Plum

0.8 x n

4xn

Orange

0.6 x n

3xn

Lemon

0.4 x n

2xn

Cherry

0.2 x n

1xn

n = stake for the game

Max win: 540x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: 9STARS
Basic information: A three-reel game with 3 symbols per reel with 5 winning lines. Winnings are valid from left to
right. During one game, you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only
the highest win on the winning line applies.

DOUBLE WIN: In case of 9 same symbols on all three reels the winnings are doubled.
STAR SYMBOL: the Star symbol anywhere on the reels activates the appropriate Star on the same position on the
Star bonus field. The Star is also a winning symbol.
WHEEL OF FORTUNE BONUS GAME: 9 active Stars on the Star bonus field activate the WHEEL OF FORTUNE
bonus game. The player spins the wheel two times – the first time for a winning symbol, second time for a multiplier
(x2, x4, x8, x10). The final winning is calculated as a winning factor of the drawn symbol multiplied by drawn
multiplier. The star bonus field is linked to the bet. Every bet has its own star bonus field.

SYMBOL

3x

Star

100 x n

Diamond

30 x n

Red, White, Blue Seven

8xn

Red, White, Blue Bar

4xn

Cherry

2xn
n = stake for the game

Max win: 1000x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: JOKER BOOM
Basic information: A four-reel game with 3 symbols per reel with 27 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 3
winning symbols or 81 winning lines (criss-cross) in the case of 4 winning symbols. Winnings are valid from left to
right. During one game, you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up.

JOKER BAR SYMBOL (WILD): It substitutes any symbol including STAR symbol (SCATTER).
SECOND CHANCE: If you get an JOKER BAR symbol anywhere on the reel and does not complement the
winning line immediately, it stays at the same position for the next spin.
JOKER BONUS GAME: 3 or 4 STAR symbols (SCATTER) anywhere on the reels (at least one per reel) activate
the JOKER BONUS GAME. The player will receive 10 (for 3 STAR symbols) or 20 (for 4 STAR symbols) spins of
bonus game. During the Bonus game all 3 symbols on the first reel are transformed to one big JOKER SYMBOL.
The JOKER BONUS GAME is linked to the bet. Bonus spins are not FREE SPINS, but regular spins for the chosen
stake for a game. During bonus spins you can win another JOKER BONUS GAMES.

3x

4x

Seven

20 x n

200 x n

Melon

8xn

80 x n

Grape

4xn

40 x n

Plum

1xn

4xn

Orange

1xn

4xn

Lemon

1xn

4xn

SYMBOL

Cherry
STAR (SCATTER)
JOKER BAR

1xn

4xn

10 Free Spins

20 Free Spins

-

-

n = stake for the game

Max win: 960x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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Game: NEON FRUITS
Basic information: A five-reel game with 27 winning lines. Winnings are valid from left to right. During one game,
you can win on multiple winning lines, which means that the winnings are added up. Only the highest win on the
winning line applies.

RESPIN: In the case of a winning combination the symbols of the winning line are highlighted on the reels and a
player get a FREE RESPIN. If another symbols of the same type appear a player get another FREE RESPIN. This
feature is repeating until the spin without winning symbol. After that the final winning is calculated.
MULTIPLIER: In case of 6, 9, 12, 15 same symbols on the first 2, 3, 4, 5 reels the winnings are multiplied by x2,
x3, x4, x5.

3x

4x

5x

Seven

2xn

6xn

20 x n

Melon

1xn

3xn

10 x n

Grape

0.8 x n

2.4 x n

8xn

Bar

0.8 x n

2.4 x n

8xn

Bell

0.4 x n

1.2 x n

4xn

Plum

0.4 x n

1.2 x n

4xn

Orange

0.2 x n

0.6 x n

2xn

Cherry

0.2 x n

0.6 x n

2xn

SYMBOL

n = sázka na hru

Max win: 2700x stake for the game.
Winning share including bonus game is 95 %.
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